
Applied Statistics: Lent Term 
 
 
Practical: Additive and Generalized Additive Models 
 
This is an R practical using the cherry tree data-set described in Dr. Pat Altham’s 
Statistical Modelling: Example Sheet 2. The data-set is taken from the Minitab student 
Handbook (1976) by Ryan, Joiner and Ryan, and is also discussed in the book by Aitkin 
et al. (Chapter 3). The cherry tree data-set has information on Girth (i.e. diameter), 
Height and Volume of 31 cherry trees. Girth is measured in inches; Height is measured 
from a height of 4.5 feet from the ground and measured in feet; and Volume is the 
volume of useable wood, in cubic feet.  
 
(Remember: 12 inches = 1 foot) 
 
This data-set is already in R and can be accessed by typing 
 
data(trees); trees 
 
Create a new Girth variable measured in feet and not inches 
 
Girthnew <- trees$Girth / 12 
 
 
Linear Models 
 
Now we begin by fitting a simple linear model to the cherry tree data-set where we 
attempt to model the Volume linearly in terms of Height and Girth. 
 
cherry.lm1 <- lm(Volume ~ Height + Girthnew, data=trees) 
summary(cherry.lm1) 
 
Can you write down the model fitted and interpret the results? Does this model fit the 
data well? 
 
Now plot graphs of the residuals versus fitted values and the observed volume versus the 
fitted volume.  
 
plot( fitted(cherry.lm1), resid(cherry.lm1)) 
lines( lowess( fitted(cherry.lm1), resid(cherry.lm1)), col=2) 
 
plot( fitted(cherry.lm1), trees$Volume) 
lines( lowess( fitted(cherry.lm1), trees$Volume), col=2) 
 
Additionally, you may want to try typing  
 
par( mfrow = c(2,2)) 



plot(cherry.lm1) 
 
to get various diagnostic plots. 
 
What do you observe from these plots? 
 
Now we know that the volume of a cylinder of length l, diameter d, is (πd2l)/4, and the 
volume of a cone of height l, base diameter d, is (πd2l)/12. Therefore if we suspect that 
the volume of a cherry tree follows one of the above relationships, then this would 
suggest log transforming the Volume, Height and Girth variables in the cherry tree data-
set. 
 
We apply a logarithmic transformation to the variables and fit a linear model using these 
new variables 
 
logVol <- log(trees$Volume) 
logGirth <- log(Girthnew) 
logHeight <- log(trees$Height) 
 
cherry.lm2 <- lm(logVol ~ logGirth + logHeight) 
summary(cherry.lm2, cor=F) 
 
Does cherry.lm2 fit better than cherry.lm1? How do the diagnostic plots look now? Are 
the cherry trees more like cylinders than cones?  
 
Additive Models 
 
Are we sure that the formula for the volume of a cylinder or for a cone is appropriate 
here? Should we let the data decide what the forms of the relationships of Girth and 
Height with Volume are?   
 
Assuming now that volume is a product of some smooth function of Height and some 
other smooth function of Girth, we fit an additive model using the mgcv library in R. 
 
library(mgcv) # no real need to do this, as it is a default library 
 
?gam 
cherry.am <- gam( logVol ~ s(Girthnew, bs = “cr”) + s(Height, bs = “cr”), data=trees) 
summary(cherry.am) 
 
By examining the output, what are the effective degrees of freedom for the cubic 
regression splines corresponding to Girthnew and Height? What are the effective degrees 
of freedom for Height telling you? What are the effective degrees of freedom for the 
model? Do you understand the rest of the output? 
 
Now plot graphs of the relationship of the smooth functions of the covariates against the 
covariates themselves using the plot command: 
 
par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 



plot(cherry.am) 
 
What do you observe? Are logarithmic transformations suitable for both Height and 
Girth? Try, 
 
plot(seq(0.7, 1.8, 0.05), 2*log(seq(0.7, 1.8, 0.05))) 
 
What does this plot suggest? 
 
From what you have observed above can you come up with a more parsimonious 
representation of the relationship between Volume, Girth and Height? 
  
Try now instead fitting 
 
cherry.am2 <- gam( logVol ~ s(Girthnew, bs = “cr”) + Height, data=trees) 
summary(cherry.am2) 
 
Compare the results of cherry.am2 and cherry.am. What do you notice? 
 
We can also plot the usual types of diagnostics. For example,  
 
plot( predict(cherry.am), residuals(cherry.am)) 
qqnorm(residuals(cherry.am), main = “ ”) 
 
Furthermore like linear models in R, we can predict new values 
 
?predict.gam 
 
predict(cherry.am, data.frame(Height = 80, Girthnew=1),se=T) 
 
Generalized Additive Models 
 
Now if we suspected that the variance in volume increased with mean volume, then it 
may not be appropriate to fit an additive model. Therefore we consider instead fitting a 
Gamma generalized additive model to the cherry tree data-set, assuming a log-link for the 
mean volume. 
 
cherry.gam <- gam( Volume ~ s(Girthnew, bs = “cr”, k=10) + s(Height, bs = “cr”, k=10) , family = Gamma( 
link=log), data = trees) 
 
plot(cherry.gam) 
 
Did fitting this model make any difference for this cherry tree example? 
Now we can compare two models by using the function anova( ) in R. For example, 
 
cherry.gam2 <- gam(Volume ~ s(Girthnew, bs = “cr”, k=10), family = Gamma(link=log), data = trees) 
summary(cherry.gam2) 
 
anova(cherry.gam2, cherry.gam, test=”F”) 
 



 
Note that the package mgcv allows other types of splines beside cubic regression splines. 
However for our purposes cubic regression splines are sufficient. In addition, the mgcv 
package allows us to fit models where we would like to include an interaction between a 
factor variable and a continuous covariate, through the “by” argument of s( ). So, for 
example, if the relationship of the mean response with a smooth of a variable x  depends 
on which of two levels (1 or 2) a factor, , takes, then we could write this model as u
 
 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ,i i i ig f x z f x z iμ = +  
 
where  is an indicator variable for whether the corresponding factor level of is j. This 
can then be fitted in R by using s(x, bs = “cr”, by = z1) + s(x, bs = “cr”, by = z2). 

jz u
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